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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The invention relates to a method for controlling
a drivetrain of a vehicle, and especially a utility vehicle
provided with a dual clutch transmission. The drivetrain
comprises a combustion engine connected and a dual
clutch transmission, wherein said dual clutch transmis-
sion is provided with a normally closed input clutch, a
normally open input clutch and a countershaft. The nor-
mally closed input clutch connects the combustion en-
gine with a first input shaft and the normally open input
clutch connects the combustion engine with a second
input shaft. The countershaft is provided with at least one
countershaft sleeve, which countershaft sleeve can be
arranged in an engaged and a disengage position. In the
engaged position the countershaft sleeve enables a
torque transfer from the countershaft to the second input
shaft and the countershaft sleeve is in a disengage po-
sition when said drivetrain is turned off.
[0002] The invention can be applied in heavy-duty ve-
hicles, such as trucks, buses and construction equip-
ment. Although the invention will be described with re-
spect to a truck, the invention is not restricted to this par-
ticular vehicle, but may also be used in other vehicles
such as buses and construction equipment and/or per-
sonnel cars.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Dual clutch transmissions have been more and
more common for personnel cars and commercial vehi-
cles the last years. A dual clutch transmission is com-
monly provided with a normally closed (engaged) and a
normally open (disengaged) clutch (see for example EP
1 544 505 A). A spring mechanism is acting upon the
normally closed clutch such that it engages if there is no
active force holding the clutch open. For the normally
open clutch, a spring mechanism acts upon the normally
open clutch, such that it disengages if there is no active
force holding the clutch closed. The clutches are normally
operated by a pressure medium driven actuator. Pres-
sure is build up in the system by a compressor; however
during a standstill of the vehicle it can be that the pressure
in the system is too low to control the clutches. The nor-
mally closed clutch is connected to a first input shaft and
the normally open clutch is connected to a second input
shaft.
[0004] During start up of a combustion engine in a driv-
etrain, it is preferred that as little inertia as possible is
coupled to the crankshaft when cranking the combustion
engine. Normally, this is achieved in that the normally
closed clutch is opened. However, at occasions when
the pressure of the pressure medium is too low to control
the normally closed clutch to an open position, the com-
bustion engine has to crank with the normally closed
clutch in an engaged position. Whereby, the gearwheels

of the dual clutch transmission connected to the input
shaft of the normally closed clutch will be adding mass
that has to be turned during cranking of the combustion
engine. To minimise the inertia in these situations a con-
necting sleeve provided in the transmission is disen-
gaged. The connecting sleeve can be arranged in an
engaged and a disengage position. In the engaged po-
sition the connection sleeve enables an operative con-
nection between said first input shaft to a gearwheel and
in said disengaged position gearwheel is disconnected
from said first input shaft. To minimise the inertia when
cranking the combustion engine with an engaged nor-
mally closed clutch, the connection sleeve is positioned
in a disengaged position when said combustion engine
is turned off. The connection sleeve must be engaged
before an update sequence of the clutches slipping points
can be performed. When engaging the countershaft
sleeve a tooth to tooth situation must be avoided, i.e.
avoid that the tooth to tooth situation blocking the en-
gagement of the sleeve. To do this a central synchroniser
can be used in order to synchronise the speed of the
countershaft sleeve and the gearwheel it connects to.
However, using a central synchroniser is complicated,
loud and time consuming, which means a delay before
a driver can launch the vehicle.

SUMMARY

[0005] An object of the invention is to provide a method
to control a dual clutch transmission during a start up of
a drivetrain, wherein said method facilitates an easy and
fast synchronisation and engagement of a connection
sleeve.
[0006] The object is achieved by a method according
to claim 1.
[0007] By the provision of the method for controlling a
drivetrain of a vehicle the object of the invention is
achieved. A drivetrain of which the method is applied
comprises a combustion engine in drive connection with
a dual clutch transmission, wherein the dual clutch trans-
mission is provided with a normally closed input clutch
and a normally open input clutch. The normally closed
input clutch connecting said combustion engine with a
first input shaft and the normally open input clutch con-
necting said combustion engine with a second input
shaft. The first input shaft is in operative connection with
a connection sleeve, wherein the connection sleeve can
be arranged in an engaged and a disengaged position.
An operative connection is a connection between torque
transfer members in a transmission, such as clutches,
gearwheels, shafts and sleeves. When a torque transfer
member is in operative connection with another torque
transfer member, torque can be transferred between the
two members. The torque can be transferred directly from
one of the members to another or via any number of other
torque transfer members in the transmission.
[0008] When the connection sleeve is positioned in the
engaged position, the connection sleeve enables an op-
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erative connection between the first input shaft to a gear-
wheel and in said disengaged position gearwheel is dis-
connected from said first input shaft, i.e. there can be no
torque transfer between the first input shaft and the gear-
wheel.
[0009] A gearwheel is normally one member in a gear
step, gearwheel pair, gear set or gear stage, wherein the
at least other member is normally another gearwheel en-
abling a torque transfer from one shaft to another.
[0010] When the drivetrain is turned off the connection
sleeve is positioned in its disengaged position. Further,
the transmission is shifted into neutral, such that no
torque output is available at the output shaft of the trans-
mission, independently of the torque at the input shafts.
The method is automatically initiated at start of said driv-
etrain, and comprising the steps of;

• starting said combustion engine,
• controlling said normally open and said normally

closed input clutch to an engaged or semi engaged
state such that both said first and said second input
shaft reaches a predetermined synchronised speed,
and thereafter

• opening said normally closed input clutch, and
when said connection sleeve reaches an essentially
synchronous speed with said gearwheel;

• engaging said connection sleeve.

[0011] Because the transmission always is controlled
such that the connection sleeve is brought to a disen-
gaged position before the drive line is turned off a mini-
mum of inertia is secured even though a control pressure
of the normally closed input clutch is below its opening
threshold value. Hence, the combustion engine can be
cranked with as low inertia contribution from the trans-
mission as possible, even though the normally closed
clutch cannot be opened. Further, by always controlling
the input clutches such that they are synchronised and
thereafter open said normally closed input clutch an es-
sential synchronised speed of the gearwheel and the
connection sleeve can be achieved, whereby a locking
tooth to tooth situation between the connection sleeve
and the gearwheel can be avoided and the sleeve can
be engaged with the gearwheel. The engagement of the
connection sleeve and the gearwheel is performed be-
fore a full synchronisation between the two is reached.
By having a slight speed difference between the two a
tooth to tooth situation, which prevents an engagement
is avoided.
[0012] Hence, by performing the method according to
the above it is secured the connection sleeve always can
be connected to the gearwheel and any tooth to tooth
situations are avoided.
[0013] In one aspect of the method, before the method
step of starting said combustion engine the method com-
prise the method steps of

• checking a control pressure of a clutch actuation

mechanism, and
if said control pressure is above a first threshold val-
ue;

• attempting to engage said connection sleeve.

[0014] By first checking the control pressure of the
clutch actuation mechanism it can be determined if an
actuation of the input clutches can be performed or not.
If the control pressure is above a first threshold value the
normally closed input clutch can be controlled to be dis-
engaged. With the normally closed input clutch in a dis-
engaged position, the combustion engine can be cranked
with a minimal inertia contribution from the transmission,
independently if the connection sleeve is in its engaged
or disengaged position, whereby an attempt to engage
the connection sleeve is made immediately after the nor-
mally closed input clutch has been disengaged. If the
connection sleeve can be connected directly, without get-
ting stuck a tooth to tooth situation, the method can be
terminated.
[0015] In one aspect of the method, between the at-
tempting to engage of the connection sleeve and the
starting of the combustion engine, the method further
comprise the steps of;
if said connection sleeve does not engage;

• bringing said connection sleeve to its disengaged
position; and
if said connection sleeve does engage;

• disengaging said normally open input clutch,
• starting said combustion engine, and
• terminating the method.

[0016] By adding these method steps it is secured that
the connection sleeve can not engage before a synchro-
nisation process between the connection sleeve and the
gearwheel is started. The method becomes as efficient
as possible and still as low as possible inertia contribution
from the transmission is secured when the combustion
engine is cranked. Further, the method secures that a
tooth to tooth situation in the connection between the
connection sleeve and the gearwheel is solved in a fast
and efficient manner.
[0017] The invention further concerns a computer pro-
gram comprising program code means for performing
the steps of any aspects of the method, when said pro-
gram is run on a computer.
[0018] The invention further concerns a computer
readable medium carrying a computer program compris-
ing program code means for performing the steps of any
aspects of the method when said program product is run
on a computer.
[0019] The invention further concerns control unit for
controlling a utility vehicle, the control unit being config-
ured to perform the steps of the method according to any
of aspects of the method.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] With reference to the appended drawings, be-
low follows a more detailed description of embodiments
of the invention cited as examples.
[0021] In the drawings:

Fig. 1 discloses a truck provided with a drive train
upon which the method can be applied.

Fig. 2 a, b discloses variants of a dual clutch trans-
mission upon which the method can be ap-
plied.

Fig. 4 discloses one aspect of the method.
Fig. 5 discloses another aspect of the method.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODI-
MENTS OF THE INVENTION

[0022] Fig. 1 discloses a schematic view of a truck 10
comprising a drivetrain 50 with a combustion engine 20
and a transmission 200 and a control unit 40 for control-
ling the drivetrain 50 of the truck 10.
[0023] Fig. 2a and 2b each discloses examples of dual
clutch transmission 200a, 200b which can be controlled
according to the present method. The common feature
of transmission suitable to control with the method is that
they have a connection sleeve 20a; 20b, 21b which is or
can be in operative connection with the normally closed
input clutch 10a; 10b. To minimize the inertia contribution
from the transmission 200a; 200b during cranking of the
combustion engine, the connection sleeves 20a; 20b,
21b are always controlled to be disengaged when the
combustion engine is turned off. The inventive method
concerns how to control the connection sleeve 20a; 20b,
21b during start up of a drivetrain, in order to minimize
the risk for a tooth to tooth situation when the connection
sleeves 20a; 20b, 21b are engaged with respective gear-
wheel 40a, 40b; 41a, 41b after cranking of the combus-
tion engine. Hence, the method assures a fast and secure
reconnection of the connection sleeve 20a; 20b, 21b after
cranking of a combustion engine 20 of the drivetrain 50.
[0024] Fig. 2a discloses a dual clutch transmission
200a, provided with a normally closed input clutch 10a
first and normally open input clutch 11a, which are adapt-
ed to be connected to a combustion engine 20. The dual
clutch transmission 200a is provided with a first input
shaft 12a connected to the normally closed input clutch
10a and a second input shaft 13a connected to the nor-
mally open input clutch 11a. The transmission 200a is
further provided with a countershaft 61a and a plurality
of gearwheels 40a-47a, which are rotatably or fixedly ar-
ranged upon the shafts of the transmission 200a. Con-
nection sleeves 20a, 22a are provided to connect the
rotatably arranged gearwheels with a shaft in order to
establish an operative connection between a shaft and
a gearwheel.
[0025] The first input shaft 12a is provided with a con-
nection sleeve 20a, which can connect the gearwheels

40a and 41a to the input shaft 12a. The connection sleeve
20a is provided with two engaged positions one in each
sliding direction. In one position the connection sleeve
20a engages with the first gearwheel 40a and in a second
position the connection sleeve 20a engages with the sec-
ond gearwheel 41a. In between the two engaging posi-
tions the connection sleeve 20a is positioned in a disen-
gaged position, in which it is not connected to any gear-
wheel. If the connection sleeve 20a is engaged with either
of the gearwheels 40a, 41a, these gearwheels 40a, 41a
must be rotated by the starting motor when the combus-
tion engine 20 is cranked, this situation occurs when there
is not sufficient control pressure to open the normally
closed input clutch 10a before cranking of the combustion
engine 20. The connection sleeve 20a is in direct oper-
ative connection with the normally closed input clutch
10a and the first input shaft 12a.
[0026] Fig. 2b discloses a dual clutch transmission
200b provided with a normally closed input clutch 10b
first and normally open input clutch 11b, which are adapt-
ed to be connected to a combustion engine. The dual
clutch transmission 200b is provided with a first input
shaft 12b connected to the normally closed input clutch
10b and a second input shaft 13b connected to the nor-
mally open input clutch 11b. The transmission 200b is
further provided with a countershaft 61b, a main shaft
60b and a plurality of gearwheels 40b-49b, which are
rotatably or fixedly arranged upon the shafts of the trans-
mission 200a. Connections sleeves 20b-24b are provid-
ed to connect the rotatably arranged gearwheels 40b,
41b, 45b, 46b, 47b with a shaft 60b, 61b in order to es-
tablish an operative connection between the shaft 60b,
61 and the gearwheel 40b, 41b, 45b, 46b, 47b.
[0027] In the transmission 200b, it is the two connec-
tion sleeves 20b and 21b that are in operative connection
with the normally closed input clutch 10b. It should be
noted though that connection sleeve 21b only is in oper-
ative connection with the normally closed input clutch
10b if the connection sleeve 20b is engaged. The con-
nection sleeves 20b, 21b can connect their respective
gearwheel 40b, 41b rotatably arranged upon the coun-
tershaft 61b. The connection sleeves 20b, 21b can be
arranged in an engaged position and a disengaged po-
sition respectively. When cranking a combustion engine
20 connected to the transmission 200b, the shafts and
gearwheels in operative connection with the first input
shaft 12 will also be rotated by the combustion engine.
The connection sleeve 20b is in direct operative connec-
tion with the normally closed input clutch 10a and the first
input shaft 12a via the gearwheel pair 44b, 49b. The con-
nection sleeve 21b is however only in operative connec-
tion with the normally closed input clutch 10a if the other
connection sleeve 20b is in its engaged position.
Now the method will be explained in conjunction with the
flow chart disclosed in figure 3, which discloses a first
aspect of the invention. References will also be made to
the figure 1, 2 and 5. The sleeve 20a and 20b will be
used as the sleeves which are in operative connection
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to the first input shaft 12a; 12b. It is further provided that
the sleeves 20a and 20b have been disengaged when
the drivetrain 50 was turned off. For the transmission
200b in figure 2b, this also implies that the connection
sleeve 21b is kept engaged when the drivetrain 50 was
turned off. The method also applies to connect the con-
nection sleeve 21b, if connection sleeve 21b was the
sleeve that has been disengaged when the drivetrain 50
was been turned off.
The method is initiated with a start up 301 of a drivetrain
50, whereas a cranking 302 of the combustion engine 20
is awaited. When the combustion engine 20 has cranked
and is running both the normally closed and the normally
open input clutch 10a, 10b; 11a, 11b are controlled to an
engaged or semi-engaged state, such that both the first
and the second input shaft reaches a predetermined syn-
chronized speed, which normally is the idle speed of the
combustion engine 20. A full engagement of the input
clutches 10a, 11a; 10b, 11b gives a fast synchronization
however also more shock like. A semi-engagement of
the input clutches 10a, 11a; 10b, 11b gives a bit slower,
but however also a smoother synchronization of the input
clutches 10a, 11a; 10b, 11b. When the two input shafts
12a, 13a; 12b, 13b have synchronized, the connection
sleeve 20a; 20b will be unsynchronized to the gearwheel
40a; 40b with which it is supposed to engaged, due to
different gear ratios between the first input shaft 12a; 12b
the connection sleeves 20a; 20b and the second input
shaft 13a; 13b and the gearwheels 40a; 40b. When the
first and the second input shafts 12a, 12b; 13a, 13b have
been synchronized one of the input clutches 10a, 11a;
10b; 11b are disengaged 304, whereby the speed of the
shaft 12a, 13a; 12b 13b connected to the opened clutch
is decreasing. Which one of the two input clutches 10a,
11a; 10b, 11b that shall be opened is dependent on the
gear layout in between the input shafts 12a, 13a; 12b,
13b, whereby the clutch which is in drive connection with
the one of the gearwheel 40a; 40b and the connection
sleeve 20a; 20b that is having the highest speed shall be
opened in order to achieve a synchronized speed be-
tween the connection sleeve 20a; 20b and gearwheel
40a; 40b.
[0028] When the connection sleeve 20a; 20b and gear-
wheel 40a; 40b has reached an essentially synchronous
speed the connection sleeve 20a; 20b is controlled to
engage with said gearwheel 40a; 40b.
[0029] Fig. 4 discloses another aspect of the method
disclosed and described above. Here some method
steps 401-405 has been inserted in-between the method
step of start up 301 of the drivetrain 50 and cranking of
the combustion engine 302. First after the start up 301
of the drive train a control pressure of a clutch actuation
mechanism of the normally closed input clutch 10a; 10b
is determined. If the control pressure is above a first
threshold value, i.e. sufficient to open the normally closed
input clutch 10a; 10b, an attempt to engage the connec-
tion sleeve 20a; 20b is made. Thereafter in method step
403 it is determined if the connection sleeve 20a; 20b

has been fully engaged after a predetermined time limit.
If it is determined that the connection sleeve 20a, 20b
has been fully engaged, the normally closed input clutch
10a; 10b is opened 405 and the combustion engine 20
can be cranked and the method terminated 406.
[0030] However, if it is determined that the connection
sleeve 20a; 20b has not been fully engaged after the
predetermined time limit, the connection sleeve 20a; 20b
is controlled back 404 to its disengaged position, where-
by the method continues with the already described
method step 302, i.e. cranking of the combustion engine
20.
[0031] By adding the additional method steps 402-406,
unnecessary clutch wear can be avoided, since the en-
gagement/semi-engagement of the input clutches 10a,
11a; 10b, 11b does not have to be performed, if there
are no tooth to tooth situation when engaging the con-
necting sleeve 20a; 20b.
[0032] In figure 5, a diagram disclosing speeds of the
engine 20, the input shaft 12a, 13a; 12b, 13b and the
positions of the input clutches 10a, 11a; 10b, 11b in the
transmission 200a; 200b at different times of method step
301-305 is disclosed.
[0033] The method starts at t0 with method step 301
and start up of the drivetrain 50. At this time the engine
20 has still not been cranked whereby there are no rota-
tional speeds in the drive train 50. Hence, the engine 20
and the two input shafts 12a, 13a; 12b, 13b has the speed
0 rpm. The normally closed clutch 10a; 10b is closed C
and the normally open clutch 11a; 11b is open O.
[0034] Between method step 301 and 302 the method
steps 401-406 may be performed. However, with the as-
sumption that a tooth to tooth situation occurs when at-
tempting to engage the connecting sleeve 20b, these
method steps does affect any of the disclosed states.
[0035] In method step 302 the combustion engine 20
is cranked, whereby the speed of both the combustion
engine 20 and the first input shaft 12a; 12b increases to
the combustion engines idle speed CEidle. The second
input shaft 13a; 13b is however not affected, because it
is connected to the normally open input clutch 11a; 11b.
[0036] In method step 303 the speed of the second
input shaft 13b is increased to reach the combustion en-
gine idle speed CEidle. Here the clutches 10a, 11a; 10b,
11b are controlled to an engaged or semi engaged state.
[0037] The one of the normally open and the normally
closed input clutch 10a, 11a; 10b, 11b that is in operative
connection with the one of the connection sleeve 20a;
20b and the gearwheel 40a; 40b that is associated with
the highest speed, opens in order to slow the fast revolv-
ing part down. In this example, the connecting sleeve
20a; 20b rotates faster, whereby it is the normally closed
clutch 10a, 10b that opens in method step 304, in order
to slow the connection sleeve 20a; 20b down to the speed
of the gearwheel 40a; 40b. Whereby, when first input
shaft 12a; 12b reaches a speed corresponding to a syn-
chronized speed between the connection sleeve 20a;
20b and the gearwheel 40a; 40b, the connection sleeve
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is controlled to its engaged position.
[0038] By applying the above method and aspects of
the method an engagement of the connection sleeve 20a;
20b can be achieved independently of a central synchro-
nizer. Further, the method can be applied independently
of the arrangement of the connecting sleeve upon a coun-
tershaft 60b or directly upon the first input shaft 12a.
[0039] It is to be understood that the present invention
is not limited to the embodiments described above and
illustrated in the drawings; rather, the skilled person will
recognize that many changes and modifications may be
made within the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method for controlling a drivetrain of a vehicle,
wherein said drive train comprises a combustion en-
gine (20) in drive connection with a dual clutch trans-
mission (200a, 200b), wherein said dual clutch trans-
mission (200a; 200b) is provided with a normally
closed input clutch (10a; 10b), a normally open input
clutch (11a; 11b), wherein
said normally closed input clutch (10a; 10b) connect-
ing said combustion engine (20) with a first input
shaft (12a; 12b) and said normally open input clutch
(11a; 11b) connecting said combustion engine (20)
with a second input shaft (13a; 13b) and said first
input shaft (12a, 12b) is in operative connection with
a connection sleeve (20a; 20b, 21b), wherein said
connection sleeve (20a; 20b, 21b) can be arranged
in an engaged and a disengaged position, whereby
in said engaged position said connection sleeve
(20a; 20b, 21b) enables an operative connection be-
tween said first input shaft (12a; 12b) to a gearwheel
(40a, 41a; 40b, 41b) and in said disengaged position
gearwheel is disconnected from said first input shaft
(12a; 12b) and said connection sleeve (20a; 20b,
21b) is in a disengaged position when said drivetrain
is turned off, wherein the method is automatically
initiated at start of said drivetrain, and comprising
the steps of;

• starting said combustion engine (20),
• controlling said normally open and said nor-
mally closed input clutch (10a, 11a; 10b, 11b)
to an engaged or semi engaged state such that
both said first and said second input shaft (12a,
13a; 12a, 13b) reaches a predetermined syn-
chronised speed (CEidle), and thereafter
• opening said normally closed input clutch (10a;
10b), and
when said connection sleeve (20a; 20b, 21b)
reaches an essentially synchronous speed with
said gearwheel (40a, 41a; 40b, 41b)
• engaging said connection sleeve (20a; 20b,
21b).

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein before meth-
od step of starting said combustion engine (20) said
method comprises the method steps of

• checking a control pressure of a clutch actua-
tion mechanism, and
if said control pressure is above a first threshold
value;
• attempting to engage said connection sleeve
(20a; 20b, 21b).

3. A method according to claim 2, wherein said method
comprises the steps of between said attempting an
engaging of said connection sleeve (20a; 20b, 21b)
and said starting of said combustion engine (20);
if said connection sleeve does not engage;

• bringing said connection sleeve (20a; 20b,
21b) to its disengaged position;
and, if said connection sleeve (20a; 20b, 21b)
does engage;
• disengaging said normally open input clutch
(11a; 11b),
• starting said combustion engine (20), and
• terminating the method.

4. A computer program comprising program code
means for performing the steps of any of claims 1-3,
when said program is run on a computer.

5. A computer readable medium carrying a computer
program comprising program code means for per-
forming the steps of any of claims 1-3 when said
program product is run on a computer.

6. A control unit (40) for controlling a utility vehicle (10),
the control unit being configured to perform the steps
of the method according to any of claims 1-3.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Steuern eines Antriebsstrangs eines
Fahrzeugs, wobei der Antriebsstrang einen Verbren-
nungsmotor (20) in Antriebsverbindung mit einem
Doppelkupplungsgetriebe (200a, 200b) umfasst,
wobei das Doppelkupplungsgetriebe (200a, 200b)
mit einer normalerweise geschlossenen Eingangs-
kupplung (10a; 10b) und einer normalerweise offe-
nen Eingangskupplung (11a; 11b) versehen ist, wo-
bei die normalerweise geschlossene Eingangskupp-
lung (10a; 10b) den Verbrennungsmotor (20) mit ei-
ner ersten Eingangswelle (12a; 12b) verbindet und
die normalerweise offene Eingangskupplung (11a;
11b) den Verbrennungsmotor (20) mit einer zweiten
Eingangswelle (13a; 13b) verbindet und die erste
Eingangswelle (12a, 12b) mit einer Verbindungshül-
se (20a; 20b, 21b) in operativer Verbindung steht,
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wobei die Verbindungshülse (20a; 20b, 21b) in einer
eingerückten und einer ausgerückten Position an-
geordnet werden kann, wodurch in der eingerückten
Position die Verbindungshülse (20a; 20b, 21b) eine
operative Verbindung zwischen der ersten Ein-
gangswelle (12a; 12b) zu einem Zahnrad (40a, 41a;
40b; 41b) ermöglicht und in der ausgerückten Posi-
tion das Zahnrad von der ersten Eingangswelle (12a;
12b) getrennt ist und die Verbindungshülse (20a;
20b, 21b) in einer ausgerückten Position ist, wenn
der Antriebsstrang abgeschaltet ist, wobei das Ver-
fahren beim Starten des Antriebsstrangs automa-
tisch initiiert wird, und die Schritte umfasst:

• Starten des Verbrennungsmotors (20),
• Steuern der normalerweise offenen und der
normalerweise geschlossenen Eingangskupp-
lung (10a, 11a; 10b, 11b) zu einem eingerückten
oder halb eingerückten Zustand derart, dass
beide der ersten und der zweiten Eingangswelle
(12a, 13a; 12b, 13b) eine vorgegebene synchro-
nisierte Geschwindigkeit (CEidle) erreichen,
und danach
• Öffnen der normalerweise geschlossenen Ein-
gangskupplung (10a; 10b), und wenn die Ver-
bindungshülse (20a; 20b, 21b) eine mit dem
Zahnrad (40a, 41a; 40b; 41b) im Wesentlichen
synchrone Geschwindigkeit erreicht,
• Einrücken der Verbindungshülse (20a; 20b,
21b).

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei vor dem Verfah-
rensschritt des Startens des Verbrennungsmotors
(20) das Verfahren die Verfahrensschritte umfasst

• Überprüfen eines Steuerdrucks eines Kupp-
lungsbetätigungsmechanismus; und
falls der Steuerdruck über einem ersten
Schwellwert ist,
• Versuchen, die Verbindungshülse (20a; 20b,
21b) einzurücken.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, wobei das Verfahren
zwischen dem Versuchen des Einrückens der Ver-
bindungshülse (20a; 20b, 21b) und des Startens des
Verbrennungsmotors (20) die Schritte umfasst:

falls die Verbindungshülse nicht einrückt,

• Bringen der Verbindungshülse (20a; 20b,
21b) in ihre ausgerückte Position;

und, falls die Verbindungshülse (20a; 20b, 21b)
einrückt,

• Ausrücken der normalerweise offenen
Eingangskupplung (11a; 11b),
• Starten des Verbrennungsmotors (20),

und
• Beenden des Verfahrens.

4. Computerprogramm umfassend Programmcode-
mittel zum Durchführen der Schritte nach einem der
Ansprüche 1-3, wenn das Programm auf einem
Computer läuft.

5. Computerlesbares Medium, auf dem ein Computer-
programm gespeichert ist, das Programmcodemittel
zum Durchführen der Schritte nach einem der An-
sprüche 1-3 umfasst, wenn das Programmprodukt
auf einem Computer läuft.

6. Steuereinheit (40) zum Steuern eines Nutzfahr-
zeugs (10), wobei die Steuereinheit dazu konfiguriert
ist, die Schritte des Verfahrens nach einem der An-
sprüche 1-3 durchzuführen.

Revendications

1. Procédé de commande d’une chaîne d’entraîne-
ment d’un véhicule, où ladite chaîne d’entraînement
comprend un moteur à combustion (20) en liaison
d’entraînement avec une transmission à double em-
brayage (200a, 200b), où ladite transmission à dou-
ble embrayage (200a ; 200b) est pourvue d’un em-
brayage d’entrée normalement fermé (10a ; 10b),
d’un embrayage d’entrée normalement ouvert (11a ;
11b), où
ledit embrayage d’entrée normalement fermé (10a ;
10b) reliant ledit moteur à combustion (20) à un pre-
mier arbre d’entrée (12a ; 12b) et ledit embrayage
d’entrée normalement ouvert (11a ; 11b) reliant ledit
moteur à combustion (20) à un deuxième arbre d’en-
trée (13a ; 13b) et ledit premier arbre d’entrée (12a,
12b) est en liaison fonctionnelle avec un manchon
de liaison (20a ; 20b, 21b), où ledit manchon de
liaison (20a ; 20b, 21b) peut être agencé dans des
positions engagée et désengagée, moyennant quoi,
dans ladite position engagée, ledit manchon de
liaison (20a ; 20b, 21b) permet une liaison fonction-
nelle entre ledit premier arbre d’entrée (12a ; 12b)
et une roue dentée (40a, 41a ; 40b, 41b) et, dans
ladite position désengagée, la roue dentée est dé-
tachée dudit premier arbre d’entrée (12a ; 12b) et
ledit manchon de liaison (20a ; 20b, 21b) est en po-
sition désengagée lorsque ladite chaîne d’entraîne-
ment est désactivée, où le procédé est automatique-
ment déclenché au démarrage de ladite chaîne d’en-
traînement, et comprenant les étapes qui
consistent ;

• à démarrer ledit moteur à combustion (20),
• à commander lesdits embrayages d’entrée
normalement ouvert et normalement fermé
(10a, 11a ; 10b, 11b) vers un état engagé ou
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semi-engagé de sorte qu’à la fois lesdits premier
et deuxième arbres d’entrée (12a, 13a ; 12a,
13b) atteignent une vitesse synchronisée pré-
déterminée (CEidle), et ensuite
• à ouvrir ledit embrayage d’entrée normalement
fermé (10a ; 10b), et lorsque ledit manchon de
liaison (20a ; 20b, 21b) atteint une vitesse es-
sentiellement synchrone avec ladite roue den-
tée (40a, 41a; 40b, 41b)
• à engager ledit manchon de liaison (20a ; 20b,
21b).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel, avant
l’étape de procédé qui consiste à démarrer ledit mo-
teur à combustion (20), ledit procédé comprend les
étapes de procédé qui consistent

• à vérifier une pression de commande d’un mé-
canisme d’actionnement d’embrayage, et
si ladite pression de commande est supérieure
à une première valeur seuil ;
• à tenter d’engager ledit manchon de liaison
(20a ; 20b, 21b).

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, dans lequel ledit
procédé comprend les étapes qui consistent, entre
ladite tentative d’engagement dudit manchon de
liaison (20a ; 20b, 21b) et ledit démarrage dudit mo-
teur à combustion (20) ;
si ledit manchon de liaison ne s’engage pas ;

• à amener ledit manchon de liaison (20a ; 20b,
21b) dans sa position désengagée ; et, si ledit
manchon de liaison (20a ; 20b, 21b) s’engage ;
• à désengager ledit embrayage d’entrée nor-
malement ouvert (11 ; 11b),
• à démarrer ledit moteur à combustion (20), et
• à mettre fin au procédé.

4. Programme informatique comprenant un moyen de
code de programme pour mettre en oeuvre les éta-
pes de l’une des revendications 1 à 3, lorsque ledit
programme est exécuté sur un ordinateur.

5. Support lisible par ordinateur portant un programme
informatique comprenant un moyen de code de pro-
gramme pour mettre en oeuvre les étapes de l’une
des revendications 1 à 3 lorsque ledit produit de pro-
gramme est exécuté sur un ordinateur.

6. Unité de commande (40) pour commander un véhi-
cule utilitaire (10), l’unité de commande étant confi-
gurée pour mettre en oeuvre les étapes du procédé
selon l’une des revendications 1 à 3.
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